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Why and how…
Working on a couple of DIY mods for SMD component-based synths, I happened to fry some
of these tiny resistors and transistors. With the quarantine limiting outside activities and
some folks having asked now and then how to best replace fried stuff (this can happen when
you’re living on the edge!), I thought maybe there’s room for a Joe-Soda-Pop-style guide as a
complement to many existing high-tech tutorials on SMD soldering and reflowing.
I decided to go for an absolutely minimum component and tool approach. You can use more
tools, of course (braid, pump, etc.), but this would be the absolute bottom-line. So, what you
need for removing/replacing SMD transistors, ICs and also bigger components, are...

Thin solder, a soldering iron with one flat and one very thin tip, and (maybe) soldering paste.
In most applications shown here, you can even leave the soldering paste aside, since we’ll be
using solder as additional flux for heat distribution. What is very beneficial in addition are a
tweezers for grabbing and holding.

General approach:
Check at least two times if this is the actual component you want to remove before you get
at it. Wait until your iron is at temperature (more on this below) and then get at it swiftly
and with focus. Keep the time you have your iron at the component short, and should the
component not come lose as quickly as you expect it to, be patient and give the heat some
break in between. Don’t yank or bend too much, since those little SMD terminals might
come off. Patience is key and luckily physics (gravity, suction, and all that) are on your side.
As for your iron temperature: I personally go for between 330-350 degrees Celsius and work
fast, yet you might work differently. The higher your heat, the quicker you burn stuff!

Transistors & Resistors
I describe transistors in more detail here, but the same technique works for resistors too
(even more easily since you have one terminal less).
Take a thin tip and apply some little solder on all three terminals of your transistor.

Yes, put on more solder first to have less after! You can user soldering paste instead too but I
found that for a bit of solder helps me distributing heat better, and this is what you want –
an even distribution of heat through which you can lift the little one more easily. The solder
already there before may be not enough to make this happen.
Since we work with a soldering iron instead of a hot air gun, you need to achieve the
impossible: have all three terminals halfway warm and flexible at the same time. My
workaround for this is to use a flat tip for desoldering. First, I heat up the one leg, then I
move with the tip to the other two legs, heat them up, then I go to the singe one again, and
finally, I heat the two others again and gently try to lift up this side of the transistor a bit.
Left, right, left, right & lift. On the following pictures you see the result of this step (already
bent a bit too much…).

If the transistor doesn’t come up the first time, give it some rest, then repeat the routine.
Once the right sideit is up, you can easily scoop the entire thing off with a slow sweep of
your iron tip from left to right. Be careful not to accidentally tear off a PCB trace. If the
transistor sticks to your soldering tip, knock the tip gently onto something, so it comes off.

Done! Now, to the resoldering: Have a look at your PCB pads first – it’s good if there is a little
bit of solder, but not too much. In this pic here, you see that I applied a tad more solder onto
the leftmost pad. First I had too much, then I took off a little again. This will be needed
because when soldering the new transistor in, gravity and suction will do most of the work
and you don’t need to fiddle about with a third hand holding solder while grilling your
component in the meantime.

Now, we hold the new component in place (best with tweezers) and solder the single
terminal first. If you have sideways movement during this, you can easily heat up the single
solder pad again and correct the transistor’s position.

If the transistor sits nicely so that all three terminals are just over their respective solder
pads on the PCB, you can then gently push it with the tweezers downwards while heating
the other two solder pads – it’ll just sink in.

Check with a magnifying glass or sheer willpower if all three terminals have contact. Neato!

Things to look out for: is the replacement transistor the correct type? Is it back up, i.e. with
the code label upwards? Did you bend them legs too much? Is it soldered in without solder
shorts?

ICs
For ICs we keep this general approach of applying more solder first, then heating the sides
alternatingly and gently lifting the component bit by bit. The more terminals your IC has, the
trickier the part of even heat distribution, so maybe test with smaller ICs first. If this is not an
option, moving the soldering iron along the terminals faster but more often can help getting
that heat evenly distributed.
Generally: the more terminals, the more tedious. Yet, while the advantage of a hat air gun
over a soldering iron might be obvious, not everybody has one, and also, using a soldering
iron may even keep more heat off the IC itself and surrounding areas than using a hot rod.
On the following pictures you see very similar steps to the ones used for transistors. First
apply solder, then, do your left-right, except this time your heating time on the right side will
be longer and you’ll be best yanking a tiny little bit with an additional tool from the
underside of the IC. Since there are more terminals soldered in, you need a bit of pressure
from below to have the IC come up. Be careful though not to break terminals or the IC casing
– easy does it!

Solder application and pressure from below.

Right side has come up nicely.

You will most likely not be able to lift the right side on the first go, so lift this one up a bit,
then lift the left side up a bit, then the right side a bit further…

Left up a bit

Ugh, the right side came up quite a bit!

Once enough legs are up in the air (see picture top right), you can scoop of the rest easily.
Don’t go too fast and hard since you neither want broken off terminals nor torn out solder
pads. Tadaa…!

With the component removed you are likely to have some excess solder on the PCB pads.
See the bridge between pads 6 and 7 (middle on the left) here:

Gently scoop the excess off before you start placing the new component. Many a trouble
was had by having too much solder for capillary powers to work their magic! This looks
better…

PCB is a bit toasted right of the IC, but I can live with that as long as all traces are okay.

As for putting in your replacement IC, again, we work in a similar fashion as in the case of
transistors. Put the component in place with tweezers and solder in one of the outer
terminals first. If the other legs are nicely located above the solder pads, push the IC down a
bit and solder the remaining legs in.

Looks a bit amateur, but I am one, so wanna fight about it? More seriously, as long as all
terminals are in contact with the PCB pads and you don’t have any solder bridges between
terminals, it does the job. Should there be too much solder, causing bridges and other
problems, desolder braid might be the best option to remove excess. After everything is
done, you can clean your reworked area with a cotton swab or just live with some
flux/grease (check maybe first about the latter’s corrosive properties; if corrosive, then best
remove it, of course).

